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Brief facts of the case-

Mr. Suresh Chandra Kalal, holding Passport No. K 9994649 (hereinafter

also referred as "the Passenger") arrived at Terminal-2, SVPI Airport,

Ahmedabad by Indigo Airline flight No. 6E 1754 from Kuwait to Ahmedabad on

06.03.2020. On the basis of suspicious movement , he was intercepted by the

officers of Customs for detailed checking after he opted for clearance through

green channel.

2. He was inquired by Customs authorities whether he were having any

dutiable/restricted items to declare before Customs, in response to which he

replied in negative. The Officer of Customs scanned one grey and one maroon

back pack as hand baggage of the passenger but nothing objectionable was

found. The Customs authorities asked the passenger to walk through the Door

Frame Metal Detector (DFMD); after removing all metallic objects from his

body/clothes. The passenger readily removed the metallic objects and

thereafter passed through the DFMD. On his passing through the DFMD, no

beep sound was generated. He was then asked to put his one blue trolley as

hand baggage and one red trolley bag and a carton as check-in baggages

through the baggage screening scanner. The red coloured check-in trolley bag

was having some unusual image. Thereafter, the Customs authorities decided

to conduct detailed search of all the bags of Mr. Suresh Chandra Kalal and

came to the office of Air Intelligence Unit for the detailed search. Thereafter,

each and every items of the bag were removed and put in the baggage

screening machine located at the green channel. TWo sling bags in brown and

olive green colour were identified as it showed some unusual black coloured

image. Thereafter, the said sling bags were brought to the office of Air

Intelligence Unit. The Officer of Customs removed the six silver coloured

buckles from the two sling bags. The Officer of Customs then scratched the

said buckles with the help of a cutter and it was showing a yellow coloured

metal. The Officer of Customs informed that the said white coloured metal

could be gold which may be coated with some other metal which needs to be

'confirmed and its purity and weight needs to be ascertained.

3. The said buckles recovered from the passenger appeared to be gold which

needed to be ascertained with respect to its purity, exact weight and value

therefore, Government Approved Valuer was called telephonically by the

Customs authorities for testing and valuation of the above gold coloured metal

recovered from the said passenger. The Government Approved Valuer, Shri

Kartikey Soni, after testing submitted valuation report dated 06.03.2020 that
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the said buckles (6 nos.) was white rhodium coated gold totally weighing

322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity 999.0 and is valued at Rs.

12,73,2751- (Rs. Twelve Lakhs Seventy Three Thousand TWo Hundred and

Seventy Five Only)(Tariff Value) [Rs. 14,68,259/- (Rupees Fourteen Lakhs Sixty

Eight Thousand TWo Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Local Market Value) which

were placed under seizure vide Panchnama dated 06.03.2020 under the

reasonable belief that the said goods were smuggled into India and same is

liable for conliscation under Customs Act, 1962.

4. Statement of Mr. Suresh Chandra Kalal was recorded on O6.O3.2020

wherein he, inter alia, stated that
.3. on morning of 06.03.202O, he has been given two sling bags, one of brown

and another of olive green coloured by Mr. Chimanlal Kalal at his

residential place at Kuwait and informed him that after reaching to

Ahmedabad he was supposed to go at his residential place at kalyanpur,

Udaipur by road and to handover the said sling bags (two piece) to some

person who will call him on his cell or Mr. Viku Kalal would have call him

outside SVPI airport;

* on being asked he stated that he doesn't know the whereabouts of person

to whom he had to handed over the said sling bags;

.t On being further asked he stated that he was aware that in the sling bags

there was gold in form of buckles which was concealed by him inside his

red check in baggage;

* his partner namely Natvarlal Ratanji Kalal who was stayed in Kuwait had

informed him to take over the sling bags from Mr. Chimanlal Kalal having

gold in form of buckles and his partner Mr. Natvarlal Kalal informed him

that if he will caught by Customs officers at the time of arrival at SVPI

Airport, Ahmedabad, then he has to called the Mr Viku Kalal who will

arranged for Customs duty;
.!. the cell number of Mr. Viku Kalal is +91 7046918723;

* he did not know the address of the persons namely Mr. Natvarlal Ratanji

Kalal and Mr. Chimanlal Kalal and gave their Kuwait's contact number;
.3. he further admitted that he had intentionally not declared the seized items

before the Customs Authorities on his arrival at SVP International Airport

Ahmedabad, as he wanted to clear it illicitly and evade payment of duty

and he was fully aware that clearing gold without declaring before

Customs, with an intent to evade payment of customs duty is an offence,

under the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and Regulations made therein.

5. In the further investigation, and on the basis of statement of Suresh

Chandra Kalal dated 06.03.2020, a letter dated 21 .7 .2O2O was written to
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the Nodal officer of Vodafone Idea Ltd, by Customs authorities calling to

forward copies of application form/SDR containing the photograph, name

, address and contact and other details of the Mobile Number

7046918723 and requested to forward CDR of said mobile number.

6. Whereas on the basis of CDR sent by the telecom authorities, the

Mobile Number 704691A723 belonged to Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih and

address of subscriber was Chithoda,Sabarkantha,Gujarat-383462. Hetce,

Summons under section 108 of the Customs Act 1962 dated O1.07.2020

issued to Suresh Chandra Kalal, Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih and

Natvarlal Ratanji Kalal to appear before the Superintendent of AIU,

Customs, SVPI, Ahmedabad on 09.O8.2O2O and 14.08.2020 and

18.8.2O2O to tender statement and summons to Suresh Chandra Kalal

and Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih were also sent Whatsapp. Whereas

neither Suresh Chandra Kalal, Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih and Natvarlal

Ratanji Kala turned up before the investigation oflicer. No reply has been

received from the above three persons including Suresh Chandra Kalal.

Hence, it appears that Suresh Chandra Kalal has willing avoided to

appear before the Investigating officer in spite of being summoned and

has not co-operated in the investigations.

7. An SCN dated22.09.2020 was issued to Mr.Suresh Chandra Kalal, by the

Joint Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad as to why :

(i) The said Gold Buckles recovered from the passenger of 24 kt of purity

999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity

999.0 and is valued at Rs. 12,73,275/- (Rs. T\relve Lakhs Seventy

Three Thousand T\vo Hundred and Seventy Five Only)(Tariff Value)

[Rs. 14,68,259/- (Rupees Fourteen Lakhs Sixty Eight Thousand Two

Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Local Market Value) placed under

seizure under panchnama dated 06.03.2O2O should not absolutely be

confiscated under Section 111(d), l1l(i), 111(l), and 111(m) of the

Customs Act,l962;

(ii) The packing/ concealing material i. e. sling bags should not be

confiscated under Section 118 & Section 119 of the Customs Act,

L962;

(iii) Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 1 12(a) and

112(b) of the Customs Act, 1962.

DEFENCE REPLY & PERSONAL HEARING:-
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8. Mr.Suresh Chandra Kalal has liled defence reply to the Show cause

notice vide letter dated 31.O5.2O2L signed only by his Advocate. The

submissions made are that-

> At the outset, the Noticee denies 
-the 

entirety of the allegations in the

SCN.

F the name of the Noticee is Suresh Chandra Kalal S/o Manilal Kalal

whereas the name in the SCN is Suresh Chandra Kantilal Kalal, and

thus it seems that there is no such person in the name and style of

Suresh Chandra Kantilal Kalal;

F it is true that the notice had brought gold and had kept the same in the

bags that he was carrying;

D it may be seen from the passport tJ..at the notice had gone to Kuwait in

2Ol4 on work permit and has been regularly visiting India as per

convenience;

) as per para-3 of the show cause notice, it is clearly mentioned that the

noticee had admitted the gold brought by him;

D he has clearly stated that the gold belonged to him and produced the

bills from his sling bag, but the same has not been incorporated in the

impugned SCN;

F it was stated during the course of statement that though he understood a

little bit of English but since he was a student of Hindi medium, he could

not fully understand the statement and thus signed the same due to

duress and fear of being arrested and the same is not stated to be true;

) as per para - L2 of the impugned SCN, the burden of proof does not lie

with the noticee as he had produced the original bill at the time of

recording the statement, and presently he is not having any other

receipt/ legal bills/ invoices etc;

D The statements recorded under section lO8 of the Customs Act, 1962

were taken under duress and therefore they are not true and for the

reasons cannot be relied to be true for the purpose of invoking the

violations as alleged in the impugned SCN;

F gold is neither prohibited nor restricted, hence the goods in question is

not liable for confiscation under section 111(d),111(i) ,11f (l) and 111(m)

of the Customs Act, 1962;

F The noticee is a-lso not liable for penal action under section 112(a) & (b)

of the Customs Act,1962;

> Statement was recorded under section 108 of the Customs Act,l962

wherein the noticee interalia stated that he had been to Kuwait since

2OO2 and was engaged in the work of air conditioning installation and

earned a monthly salary of 400 Dinar p.m. As can be seen from the
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passport entries he has frequently visited India but has never been

detained/arrested for smuggling of gold. AIso, without knowing the

lucrative offer, he might have got, nobody would take such a big risk, as

carrying of gold without payment of duty means smuggling- as per the

impugned SCN. It is therefore, very clear, that the goods in question

clearly belongs to the noticee. Moreover, the noticee had repeatedly

requested the officers to release the gold on payment of duty, hne and

penalty, but the same fell on the deaf ears;

D the airlines staff had neither bothered to provide the customs declaration

form nor the same was handed during the time of disembarkation;

F The declaration form, if provided would have been delinitely filed before

the authorities and necessary duty payment would have been made

without any difficulty;
) The noticee had made very clear on 06.03.2020 that the seized goods

belonged to him but to no avail and the officers were hell bent on booking

a case against him;

> noticee has not acquired possession of or in any way concerned in

carrying, removing, depositing, harbouring, keeping, concealing, selling

or purchasing or in any other manner dealing with any goods which he

knows or has reason to believe are liable for confiscation under section

1t 1(d),(i)(1)(m).

D There is a plethora of Judgements both for and against the release of

gold seized in Customs Cases. A combined reading of all the cases with

specific reference to the policy/ Rules in vogue at the relevant limes, will

show that depending on circumstances of each case in hand and the

prolile of the person involved, the goods in question may become

"Prohibited" which are otherwise not listed in the prohibited categories.

However despite the goods being prohibited the same can be released or

re-exported in the discretion of the Adjudicating Authority, which

discretion has to be exercised as per the canons laid down by the Hon.

Apex Court as discussed above. In this connection, following case laws

are submitted to show that the gold in the illegal custody of Customs is

liable to be released on redemption fine :-

r Yakub Ibrasher Yousuf(263)ElT-685(Tri.Mum) and subsequently
20 I 4.TIOL-27 7-CESTAT-MUM

. Shaikh Jameel Pasha Vs Govt. of India 1997(9L\ELT 277(APl

. Kadar Mydeen Vs Commissioner of Customs (Preventive),West
Bengal 201 1(136)ELT 758

r Order No: 426104 issued vide File No: 380157 18 2004-RA Cus
dated 21.9.2OO4

Order No: 73l2O2O-CUS(WZ)/ASRA/MUMBAI DT. 28.05.2020 in
c/a Commissioner,Customs,Ahmedabad v/s Shri Sajjan.
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. 2. Order No: 58/2020-CUS(WZ)/ASRA/MUMBAI DT.
21.05.2020 IN C/A/ Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad v/s
Shabbir TaherallyUdaipurwala.

o 3. Order No: 6II2O2O-CUS(WZ)/ASRA/MUMBAI DT.
21.O5.2O2O in c/a Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad v/s
Basheer Mohammed Mansuri.

o Q. Order No: 12612020 CUS(WZ)/ASRA/MUMBAI DT.
O7.O8.202O in cla Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad v/s
Hemant Kumar.

o 5. Order No: 123-124 12O20-CUS(WZ)/ASRA/MUMBAI
DT.O7.O8.2O20 in c/a Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad v/s
Rajesh Bhimji Panchal.

o 6. Order No:2Ol2O2I-CUS(WZ)/ASRA/MUMBAI dated
O4.O2.2O21 in cla Shri Diryesh Dhanvantray Gandhi v/s
Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.

o 7. Ashok Verma- 2Ol9 (3691 ELT 1677 (cOI).
. Union of India Vs Dhanak M Ramji 2O1 (252]. ELT A 102 ( S.C.)
. A. Rajkumari vs C C (Chennai) 2015(321)ElT540(Tri-Chennai)

) Department has been unable to show that the noticee did travel on

occasions with offending goods. Having said so, it would be in the

interest of justice that the noticee declares that this was the first

occasion when travelled to India with gold bangles/chains and it was

sheer ignorance on his part coupled with security concerns which lead to

non declaration.

F This being the first instance on his entire life, he may be pardoned of the

consequences just because he failed to seek timely directives from the

customs officials at the airport.

) Goods maybe released to the noticee at the earliest even provisionally for

which noticee is ready to give bond or pay Customs duty as ordered

against the goods mentioned in the said SCN. If it is not possible to

release the gold on payment of duty, fine and penalty, orders for re-

export maybe given too, for which noticee is ready to pay penalty too.

9. The Personal Hearing was granted on 12.04.2021,

26.04.2021,13.O5.2O2L and 24.O5.2O21.On request of Advocate, last PH was

given on 31.05.2021. Advocate Shri Rishikesh Mehra, appeared for personal

hearing through video conferencing on 31.05.2021. He reiterated the

submissions made by the Noticee in reply dated 31.05.2021.He has further

stated that noticee has orally declared possession of gold at the time of arrival

at SVPI Airport and also produced purchase documents before Customs

Authorities but none has taken cogoizance of those documents during

Panchnama. He further stated that the noticee has purchased gold from

Kuwait for his personal use and due to fear of theft he hide the gold as he was

supposed to travel from Ahmedabad to Udaipur. He further stated that gold as

such is not prohibited commodity and seized gold is not in commercial
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quantity. So he requested to take a lenient view and release gold on payment

of redemption fine and penalty.

10. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, the written submission

made by the said passenger vide letter dated 31.05.2021 and oral submission

made during the course of personal hearing as well as the documents available

on records. I proceed to decide the case on the basis of facts and evidences

available on record.

11. The sole issue for consideration is the proposal for confiscation of gold

Buckles recovered from the passenger of 24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing

322.340 Grams of 24 kalat having purity 999.0 and is valued at Rs.

12,73,2751- (Rs. TWelve Lakhs Seventy Three Thousand TWo Hundred and

Sevent5r Five Only)(Tariff Vatue) [Rs. 14,68,259/- (Rupees Fourteen Lakhs Sixty

Eight Thousand TWo Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Local Market Value) placed

under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 06.03.2020.The seizure was made

under Section 110 of Customs Act, 1962 on the reasonable belief that ttre said

goods were smuggled into India and liable for confiscation.

L2, I find that the panchnama clearly draws out the fact that the passenger

was intercepted when he was passing and was about to exit the green channel,

and on the basis of suspicious movement, personal search of the passenger

and his baggage was conducted. The passenger did not declare the gold and

denied to have dutiable goods. It is mentioned in the panchnama that the

Customs authorities asked the passenger to walk through the Door Frame

Metal Detector (DFMD); after removing all metallic objects from his

body/clothes. The passenger readily removed the meta-llic objects and

thereafter passed through the DFMD. On his passing through the DFMD, no

beep sound was generated. He was then asked to put his one blue trolley as

hand baggage and one red trolley bag and a carton as check-in baggages

through the baggage screening scanner. The red coloured check-in trolley bag

was having some unusual image. Thereafter, each and every items of the bag

were removed and put in the baggage screening machine located at the green

channel. TWo sling bags in brown and olive green colour were identified as it
showed some unusual black coloured image. The Officer of Customs removed

the six silver coloured buckles from the two sling bags. The Officer of Customs

then scratched the said buckles with the help of a cutter and it was showing a

yellow coloured metal. The Officer of Customs informed that the said white

coloured meta-l could be gold which may be coated with some other metal
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which needs to be confirmed and its purity and weight needs to be ascertained.

It is on record that the passenger had admitted that he was carrying gold

which was intended to smuggle in without declaring before Officers of

Customs. It is also on record that the Government approved valuer has tested

and certified vide report dated O6.03.2020 certified that the said buckles (6

nos.) was white rhodium coated gold totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24

karat having purity 999.0 and valued at Rs. 12,73,2751- (Rs. TWelve Lakhs

Sevent5r Three Thousand Two Hundred and Sevent5i Five Only)(Tariff Value)

[Rs. 14,68,259/- (Rupees Fourteen Lakhs Sixty Eight Thousand Tr.vo Hundred

and Fifty Nine Only) (lncal Market Value) which were placed under seizure vide

Panchnama dated 06.03.2020 in the presence of the passenger and Panchas.

13. I find that it is quite clear that the passenger has neither questioned the

manner of the panchnama proceedings at the material time nor controverted

the facts detailed in the panchnama during the course of recording her

statement. Every procedure conducted during the panchnama by the Customs

Ofhcers is well documented and made in the presence of the panchas as well as

the passenger. The passenger has not dislodged any of the facts narrated in his

deposition. The passenger in his statement dated 06.03.2020 has stated that

on morning of O6.03.2020, he was given two sling bags, one of brown and

another of olive green coloured by Mr. Chimanlal Kalal at his residential place

at Kuwait and informed him that after reaching to Ahmedabad he was

supposed to go at his residential place at kalyanpur, Udaipur by road and to

handover the said sling bags (two piece) to some person who will call him on

his cell or Mr. Viku Kalal would have call him outside SVPI airport. In fact, in

his statement, he has clearly admitted that he had intentionally not declared

the seized items i.e gold Buckles of 24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing

322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity 999.0 on his arrival before the

Officers of Customs with an intent to clear them illicitly and evade payment of

Customs duty and thereby, violated provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage

Rules, the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulations) Act, 1992, the Foreign

Trade (Development & Regulations) Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade Policy

20t5-2020.
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14. Further, the passenger has accepted that he had not declared the gold

on his arrival to the Customs authorities. Customs authorities on scanning

the red coloured check-in trolley bag found some unusual image. Thereafter,

each and every items of the bag were removed and put in the baggage

screening machine located at the green channel by Customs authorities. Two

sling bags in brown and olive green colour were identified as it showed some

unusual black coloured image. The Officer of Customs removed the six silver



coloured buckles from the two sling bags. The Officer of Customs then

scratched the said buckles with the help of a cutter and it was showing a

yellow coloured metal.. Accordingly, there is suflicient evidence to say that the

passenger had kept the gold concealed as buckles in his bag which was in his

possession and failed to declare the same before the Customs Authorities on

his arrival at SVP International Airport, Ahmedabad. The case of smuggling of

gold recovered from his possession and which was kept undeclared with an

intention of smuggling the same and in order to evade payment of Customs

duty is conclusively proved. Thus, it is proved that passenger violated Section

77 , Section 79 of the Customs Act for import/ smuggling of gold which were

not for bonafide use and thereby violated Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade

Regulation Rules 1993, and para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O.

15. From the facts discussed above, it is evident that the passenger had

imported gold w'ith an intention to smuggle the same and thereby clearing the

same without payment of Customs duty applicable on them, therefore, has

made the gold Buckles recovered from the passenger of 24 kt of purity 999.0

totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity 999.0, liable for

confiscation, under the provisions of Sections 111(d), (i), 1110), 111(m) of the

Customs Act 1962. By not declaring the gold and keeping the same

undeclared, it is established that the passenger had a clear intention to bring

the gold undetected and clear the gold without payment of Customs duty. The

act of omission in relation to the subject goods falls within the ambit of

'smuggling'as defined under Section 2(39) of the Act.

16. It is seen that the passenger had not frled the baggage declaration form

or e-file baggage declaration through Atithi mobile application and had not

declared the gold which was in his possession, as envisaged under Section 77

of the Act read with the Baggage Rules and Baggage Regulations. passenger

had attempted to smuggle gold into India with an intention to evade payment of

Customs duty. As per Rule 5 of Baggage Rules 2016; a passenger residing

abroad for more than six months , on return to India, shall be allowed

clearance free of duty in his bona fide baggage of jewellery upto a weight, of

twenty grams with a value cap of frfty thousand rupees if brought by a

gentleman passenger, or forty grams with a value cap of one lakh rupees if
brought by a lady passenger. Gold in any other form is not allowed duty free

and gold recovered from him i.e. gold Buckles recovered from the passenger of

24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity

999.0 which is pure gold and is not permitted and cannot be considered

bonafide baggage under Baggage Rules 20l6.Moreover,the passenger is not an

eligible passenger to bring gold. Six gold Buckles recovered from the passenger
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of 24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having

purity 999.O cannot be construed as'bonafrde baegage'within the meaning of

Section 79 of t}re Customs Act 1962 read with Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade

Policy, 2015-2020. As per Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy, a passenger is

allowed to import bona-frde household and personal effect only, as his bona-

fide baggage. It also seen that the said passenger attempted to smuggle the

goods without filing the Customs declaration form, which is in contravention

of section 77 of t}re Customs Act 1962 read with the Baggage Rules, 2016

(Baggage Rules') and Regulation 3 of the Customs Baggage Declaration

Regulations, 2013 (tsaggage RegulationsJ. The above act on the part of the

said passenger is amounting to smuggling within the meaning of Section 2(39)

of the Customs Act 1962. It is also seen that the gold is to be construed as

'prohibited', in terms of the provisions of Section 2(33) of the Customs Act

1962. Hence, it is proved beyond doubt that all the above acts of contravention

on the part of the passenger have rendered gold Buckles of 24 kt of purity

999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karal having purity 999.O and

valued at Rs. 12,73,275/- (Rs. TWelve Lakhs Seventy Three Thousand TWo

Hundred and Sevent5r Five Only)(Tariff Value) [Rs. 14,68,259/- (Rupees

Fourteen Lakhs Sixty Eight Thousand T\po Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Local

Market Value) which were placed under seizure vide Panchnama dated

06.O3.2O2O, are liable for confiscation under the provisions of Sections 111(d),

(i), 1 1 I (l) and I 1 1(m) of the Act.

17. Further, I find no merits in the submissions of noticee vide written reply

dated letter dated 31.05.2021 signed only by his Advocate that the noticee had

made very clear on 06.03.2020 that the seized goods belonged to him but to no

avail and the oflicers were hell bent on booking a case against him. It is further

submitted in the written reply dated letter dated 31.05.2021 signed only by his

Advocate that he has clearly stated that the gold belonged to him and produced

the bills from his sling bag, but the same has not been incorporated in the

impugned SCN and the burden of proof does not lie with the noticee as he had

produced the original bill at the time of recording the statement, and presently

he is not having any other receipt/legal bills/invoices.The passenger in his

statement dated O6.03.2020 has stated that on morning of 06.03.2020, he has

been given two sling bags, one of brown and another of olive green coloured by

Mr. Chimanlal Kalal at his residential place at Kuwait and informed him that

after reaching to Ahmedabad he was supposed to go at his residential place at

kalyanpur, Udaipur by road and to handover the said sling bags (two piece) to

some person who will call him on his cell or Mr. Viku Kalal would have call him

outside SVPI airport and the passenger has not retracted the statement. The

passenger in his statement dated 06.03.2020 had further stated that his
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partner namely Natvarlal Ratanji Kalal who was staying in Kuwait had

informed him to take over the sling bags from Mr. Chimanlal Kalal having gold

in form of buckles and his partner Mr. Natvarlal Kalal informed him that if he

will caught by Customs oflicers at the time of arrival at SVPI Airport,

Ahmedabad, then he has to called the Mr Viku Kalal who will arranged for

Customs duty. Hence, it appears that the passenger is a carrier. In the further
investigation, and on the basis of statement of Suresh Chandra Kalal dated

06.03.2020; Customs authorities called for CDR and SDR of said mobile

number from the telecom company. On the basis of CDR sent by the

telecom authorities ,it was found that the Mobile Number 7046918723

belonged to Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih and address of subscriber was

Chithoda,Sabarkantha,Gujarat-383462. Hence, Summons under section

108 of the Customs Act 1962 dated 01.O7.2020 issued to Suresh Chandra

Kalal, Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih and Natvarlal Ratanji Kalal to appear

before the Superintendent of AIU, Customs, SVPI, Ahmedabad on

09.08.2020 and 14.08.2020 and 18.8.2O2O to tender statement and

summons to Suresh Chandra Kalal and Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih were

also sent Whatsapp. Whereas neither Suresh Chandra Kalal, Rathod

Azadsih Virendrasih and Natvarlal Ratanji Kala turned up before the

investigation officer. No reply was sent by the above three persons

including Suresh Chandra Kalal. Hence, it appears that Suresh Chandra

Kalal had willingly avoided to appear before the Investigating oflicer in
spite of being summoned and has not co-operated in the investigations.

Further, passenger in his written reply dated 31.05.2021 has stated that the

statements recorded under section 108 of the Customs Act, 1962 were taken

under duress and therefore they are not true and for the reasons cannot be

relied to be true for the purpose of invoking the violations as alleged in the

impugned SCN. The passenger has not retracted his statement at the earliest

and retraction given in the reply is not signed by the passenger and is delayed

and so not admissible and it seems that retraction has been given on legal

advice. On perusing the statement of passenger dated 06.03.2020, it is seen

that it contains facts that can only be given voluntarily. Further, if passenger

had submitted the bill at the time of recording the statement as per his written

submission dated 31.05.2021then he can always get the duplicate copy of the

bill so it appears to be a false alibi. Moreover, the passenger has not given any
proof of source of money and is claiming to be owner of seized gold without
providing any corroboratory documentary evidence under section 123 of the

Customs Act 1962.1n the written reply dated 31.05.2021,the passenger has

claimed that the name of the Noticee is Suresh Chandra Kalal S/o Manilal
Kalal whereas the name in the SCN is Suresh Chandra Kantilal Kalal, and thus
it seems that there is no such person in the name and style of Suresh Chandra
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Kantilal Kalal whereas in the entire body of SCN the name of passenger is

mentioned as Suresh Chandra Kalal except in the address and even the

address is correctly mentioned and has been received by the noticee so there is

no material change of facts due to a typographical error in the name mentioned

in the address. I find his submission just an eyewash, after-thought and an

attempt to mis-lead the adjudicating authority.

18. The noticee has further requested that the goods may be released on fine

and penalty. From the submission of the passenger itself that he is ready to

pay the customs duty, fine and penalty, it is principally agreed by the

passenger that he had contravened various provisions of Customs Act, 1962

and the Rules and Regulation made there under. I find that in his defence,

noticee has cited following judgments along with other judgments in support of

his claim that seized goods should be released to him -
o Yakub Ibrasher Yousuf(263)ElT-685(Tri.Mum) and subsequently

20 I 4 -TTOL-27 7-CESTAT-MUM
r Shaikh Jameel Pasha Vs Govt. of India 1997(9I)ELT 277(APl
. Kadar Mydeen Vs Commissioner of Customs (Preventive),West

Bengal 201 1(136)ELT 758
. Order No: 4261O4 issued vide File No: 380/57 18 2004-RA Cus

dated 21.9.2OO4

On going through the above case laws, I find that the case laws deal with

Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962 which gives the authority to allow the

clearance or re-export of the confiscated goods to the adjudicating authority.

The ratio of the same is not applicable to the present case as the facts of the

present case are different from the cases cited by the noticee in his defense as

in the present case, it appears that the noticee is a carrier, hence the ratio of
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the same is not applicable to the present case. I also find that there are

plethora ofjudgments in favour of release as well as against release of goods on

pa5rment of duty, redemption line and penalty, once it is established that the

goods in question comes under the ambit of "prohibited goods" as defined

under Section 2(33) of Customs Act, 1962 and the act of malafide intention in

relation to subject items fall within the meaning of 'smuggling", as defined

under Section 2(39\ of Customs Act, 1962. From the submission of the

passenger itself that he is ready to pay the customs duty, Iine and penalty, it is
principally agreed by the passenger that he had contravened various provisions

of Customs Acl, 1962 and the Rules and Regulation made there under. I find

that it is a settled legal position that ratio of one case law should not be blindly

applied to another case without examining the facts & circumstances of each

case. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of CCE, Calcutta Vs. Alnoori

Tobacco Products | 2OO4 (L7O) ELT 135 (SC)l has stressed the need to discuss

how the facts of decision relied upon first factual situation of a given case and

to exercise caution while applying the ration of one case to another. This has

been reiterated in judgment in the case of Escort ltd. Vs. CCE, Delhi [200a

(173) ELT 113 (SC)l and in case of CC (Port), Chennai Vs Toyota Kirloskar

l2OO7 (2L3l, ELT 4 (SC)I. In the instant case it has been established beyond

doubt that the gold was kept undeclared and concealed as six silver coloured

buckles from the two sling bags kept in his bag and did not declare even after

his red coloured check-in trolley bag was having some unusual image during

scanning on Baggage screening machine, falls within the meaning of

"prohibited goods" and the act of malafide intention in relation to carrying

Buckles of 24 kt of purity 999.O totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat

having purity 999.0 concealed falls within the meaning of "smuggling' and

appears to be part of smuggling racquet. Hon'ble Supreme Court in case of

Dropti Devi &Anr reported in [(2012)6S.C.R3071 has observed and taken a

serious view of smuggling activities. The smugglers by flouting the regulations

and restrictions by their misdeeds directly effect the national economy and

thereby endanger the securit5r of the country. I think their citation of various

judgments have been answered.

19. I further find that the gold is not on the list of prohibited items per se but
import of the same is controlled. The view taken by the Hon'ble Supreme Court

in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia however in very clear terms lay down the

principle that if importation and exportation of goods are subject to certain

prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfrlled before or after clearance of
goods, non-fulfillment of such conditions would make the goods fall within the

ambit of 'prohibited goods'. This makes the gold seized in the present case

"prohibited goods" as the passenger trying to smuggle it without filing any
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declaration. Further, the fact is that the gold was undeclared and concealed

as six silver coloured buckles from the two sling bags kept in his bag and did

not declare even after his red coloured check-in trolley bag was having some

unusual image during scanning on Baggage screening machine with an

intention to smuggle the same and evade payment of Customs duty. By using

this modus it is proved that the goods are offending in nature, on its
importation. Here, conditions are not fulfilled by the passenger as he concealed

as six silver coloured buckles from the two sling bags kept in his bag and did

not declare even after his red coloured check-in trolley bag was having some

unusual image during scanning on Baggage screening machine. The passenger

in his statement dated 06.03.2020 has stated that on morning of 06.03.2020,

he has been given two sling bags, one of brown and another of olive green

coloured by Mr. Chimanlal Kalal at his residential place at Kuwait and

informed him that after reaching to Ahmedabad he was supposed to go at his

residential place at kalyanpur, Udaipur by road and to handover the said sling

bags (two piece) to some person who will call him on his cell or Mr. Viku Kalal

would have call him outside SVPI airport. It appears that the passenger is a
carrier .Hence, I am of the view that gold Buckles of 24 kt of purity 999.0

totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity 999.0 recovered from

the passenger would be liable to absolute conliscation. I am therefore, not

inclined to use my discretion to give an option to redeem gold Buckles of 24 kt
of purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity

999.0 on payment of a redemption line, as envisaged under Section 125 of the

Act.

20. Further, before the Kerala High Court in the case of Abdul Razak

l2ol2{275l. ELT 30O (Ker)l , the petitioner had contended that under the

Foreign Trade (Exemption from application of rules in certain cases) Order,

1993, gold was not a prohibited item and can be released on payment of

redemption fine. The Hon'ble High Court held as under :

" Afier hearing both sides and after considering tle statutory prouisions,
we do not think the appellant, as a matter of ight, can claim release of
the goods on paAment of redemption fine and dutg. Euen tlnugh gold as
such is not a prohibited item and can be imported, such import is subject
to lot of restictions including the necessity to declare the goods on anriual
at tLe Customs Station and make pagment of dutg at the rate prescribed.
Tlrere is no need for us in this case to consider the conditions on which
import is permissible and whettrer the conditions are satisfied because
tLe appellant attempted to smuggle out tLrc goods bg concealing th.e same
in emergencg light, miie, ginder and car homs etc. and hence the goods
so brought is prohibitory goods as there is clear uiolation of the statutory
provbions for the normal import of gold. hrther, as per the statement
giuen bg the appellant under Section 108 of tlrc Act, he is onlg a carrier
i.e. professional smuggler smuggling goods on behalf of otlers for
consideration. We, therefore, do not ftnd ang meit in the appellont's case
that he has tte ight to get the conftscated gold released on pagment of
redemption fine and dutg under Section 125 of the Act."
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21. I further find that in the case of Khemani Purshottam Mohandas Vs

CC,CSI Airport, Mumbai reported ilr2Ol7 (354) ELT 275 (Tri. Mumbai),Hon'ble

Tribunal also upheld the absolute confiscation of the seized smuggled gold

holding the view that allowing redemption fine is at discretion of the

adjudicating authority based on the facts of case and the fact of smuggling of

gold was not disputed in the case of Hon'ble Tribunal. In the case before me,

the fact is that the passenger attempted to smuggle the gold with an intention

to evade detention by Customs and therefore I am not inclined to use

discretion of giving option to the passenger as I find that the smuggled gold in

the present case is liable to absolute confiscation.

22. Similarly in its decision, the High Court of Madras in the case of

Samyanathan Murugesan reported at 2OO9 (2471 EW 21(Mad) held that the

Commissioner's order for absolute confiscation in a case of smuggling of gold

was proper.

Further I lind that in a recent case decided by the Hon'ble High Court of

Madras reported at 2O16-TIOL-1664-HC-MAD-CUS in respect of Malabar

Diamond Gallery Pvt Ltd, the Court while holding gold jewellery as prohibited

goods under Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962 had recorded that

"restriction" also means prohibition. In Para 89 of the order it was recorded as

under ;

89. While consideing a prayer for prouisional release, pending

adjudication, whether all the aboue can wholly be ignored by ttrc

autlnities, enjoined utith a duty, to enforce tle statutory proulsions,

rules and notifications, in letter and spiit, in consonane with tLe

objects and intention of tte Legislahre, imposing

prohibitions/ restictions under tle Customs Act, 1962 or under ang

otler lanl, for tte time being in force, we are of tlle vieut ttnt all the

authoities are bound to follout the same, ruhereuer, prohibition or

restriction is imposed, and when tle word, "restiction", also means

prohibition, as leld bg tle Hon'ble Apex Court in Om Prakash

Bhatia's case (cited supra).

23. The Hon'ble High Court Of Madras in the matter of COMMISSIONER OF

CUSTOMS (AIR), CHENNAI-I Versus P. SINNASAMY 2016 (344) E.L.T.

1154 (Mad.) held-

Tlibunal had anrogated powers of adjudicating autlwitg bg directing

authoitg to release gold bg exercising option in fauour of respondent -
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Tribunal had ouerlooked categoical finding of adjudicating auttaitg that

respondent had deliberatelg attempted to smuggle 2548.3 grams of gold, bg

concealing and without declaration of Customs for monetary consideration -

Adjudicating authority lnd giuen reasorls for confiscation of gold while

allowing redemption of otter goods on pagm.ent of fine - Discretion exercised

by autLaritg to deng release, is in accordane uith law - Interference by

Tibunal is against law and unjustified -

Redemption fine - Option - Confiscation of smuggled gold - Redemption

cannot be allouted, as a matter of right - Discretion confened on adjudicating

authoity to decide - Not open to Tibunal to issue ang positiue directions to

adjudicating authoitg to exercise option in fauour of redemption.

24. In 2019 (370) E.L.T. 1743 (G.O.I.),before the Government Of India,

Ministry Of Finance,[Department of Revenue - Revisionary Authority];Ms.

Mallika Arya, Additional Secretary in Abdul Kalam Ammangod Kunhamu vide

Order No. 17l2O19-Cus., dated 7-lO-2O19 in F. No. 375l06lBl2O17-RA stated

that it is observed that C.B.l. & C. had issued instruction vide Letter F. No.

a9515192-Cus. VI, dated 10-5-1993 wherein it has been instructed that "in
respect of gold seized for non-declaration, no option to redeem the same on

redemption fine under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962 should be given

except in very trivial cases where the adjudicating authority is satislied that

there was no concealment of the gold in question.

25. Further, I lind that in the submissions, the passenger has requested

ttrat the gold may be allowed for re-export. In t.I.e present scenario, the

passenger is required to file declaration on arrival and he has to declare

anything which is dutiable or prohibited. More reliance is placed on the

passenger hence it becomes incumbent upon the passenger to declare what is

dutiable. 'No declaration' is nothing but a veiled attempt to smuggle the goods.

In Smt. Jasuir Kaur u. U.O.I, and Others (CW1399/91), the court per Honble

Justice B.N. Kirpal has inter alia observed that :-

"We have no manner of doubt that re-export cannot be asked for as of right. If
the Customs authorities have come to the conclusion, as they did in the

present case, that the intention of bringing an article of high value is to dispose

it of in India or is in an attempt to smuggle the same into India then the

question of re-export cannot arise when that article is recovered from the

passenger. The passenger cannot be given a chance to try his luck and smuggle

Gold into the country and if caught he should be given permission to re-export.

That is not the intention of Rule 3 or Rule 7 of the Tourist Baggage Rules. It is
the genuine personal jewellery which alone is permitted to be brought into the
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country and which must be re-exported. Whenever the Customs authorities

find that in the garb of personal items goods are sought to be smuggled or

brought into the country without the authority of law then there is every right

with the Government to confiscate the same. For good and valid reason re-

export may be allowed but it cannot be claimed as of right."

In the instant case the passenger has admitted in his statement that he

had intentionally not declared the seized items i.e. gold Buckles of 24 kt of

purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat having purity 999.0

on his arrival before the Officers of Customs with an intent to clear them

ilticitly and evade paJrment of Customs duty. Further, the fact is that the gold

was concealed by the passenger as six silver coloured buckles from the two

sling bags kept in his bag and did not declare even after his red coloured

check-in trolley bag was having some unusual image during scanning on

Baggage screening machine. The passenger in his statement dated 06.03.2020

has stated that on morning of O6.03.2020, he has been given two sling bags,

one of brown and another of olive green coloured by Mr. Chimanlal Kalal at his

residential place at Kuwait and informed him that after reaching to Ahmedabad

he was supposed to go at his residential place at kalyanpur, Udaipur by road

and to handover the said sling bags (two piece) to some person who will call

him on his cell or Mr. Viku Kalal would have call him outside SVPI airport.The

filing of declaration under section 77 of the Customs Acl 1962 is mandatory

which the passenger has not filed any declaration. I, therefore, find that the

reasons put forth by the passenger during the personal hearing is nothing but

an afterthought and do not allow re-export.

26. From the above judicial pronouncements, it is clear that in case of

prohibited goods and smuggling, discretion is vested with the adjudicating

authority to give an option to the passenger/ importer to pay fine in lieu of

confiscation. In the instant case, the smuggling of gold was done by the

passenger. This leaves me with no option but to absolutely confiscate the gold

Buckles of 24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24 karat
having purity 999.0.

27. By using the modus of concealment by the passenger as six silver

coloured buckles from the two sling bags kept in his bag and did not declare

even after his red coloured check-in trolley bag was having some unusual

image during scanning on Baggage screening machine., it is observed that the

passenger was fully aware that the goods would be offending in nature on its

import. It, therefore, is proved that he has knowingly carried the gold and

failed to declare the same on his arrival at the airport. It is seen that he has

involved in carrying, keeping, concealing and has dealt with the offending
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goods in a manner which he knew or had reasons to believe were liable to
confiscation under the Act. It is quite clear from the above findings that gold

was kept undeclared and was concealed by the passenger as six silver coloured

buckles from the two sling bags kept in his bag and did not declare even after

his red coloured check-in trolley bag was having some unusual image during

scanning on Baggage screening machine; with the sole intention to evade

payment of Customs duty. The record before me suggest that the Passenger did

not choose to declare it as he chose green channel for Customs clearance after

arriving from foreign destination and Gold item i.e. gold Buckles of 24 kt of
purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.34O Grams of 24 karat having purity 999.0

was placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 06.03.2020. The

passenger in his statement dated 06.03.2020 has stated that on morning of

06.03.2020, he has been given two sling bags, one of brown and another of

olive green coloured by Mr. Chimanlal Kalal at his residential place at Kuwait

and informed him that after reaching to Ahmedabad he was supposed to go at

his residential place at kalyanpur, Udaipur by road and to handover the said

sling bags (two piece) to some person who will call him on his cell or Mr. Viku

Kalal would have call him outside SVPI airport.It is also noticed that neither

Suresh Chandra Kalal, Rathod Azadsih Virendrasih and Natvarlal Ratanji

Kala turned up before the investigation officer. No reply was sent by the

above three persons including Suresh Chandra Kalal. Hence, it appears

that Suresh Chandra Kalal had willing avoided to appear before the

Investigating officer in spite of being summoned and has not co-operated in

the investigations.He also confessed that he tried to smuggle the gold illegally

to evade Customs duty despite having knowledge that the goods had to be

declared and he would be offending on its import, the passenger had tried to

clear gold Buckles of 24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of

24 karat having purity 999.0 by not declaring the same on arrival at the

airport. The intention was thus clear, I find that .he has committed an offence

of the nature described in Section 112(a) & 112(b) of Customs Act, L962

makes him liable for penalty under Section 112 (i) of the Customs Acl,l962.

2A. Further, the sling bags used to hide and conceal gold as buckles

seized under panchnama drawn on 06.03.2020 which was attempted to be

smuggled in India in contravention to the provisions of Rule 3 of the Baggage

Rules 2016 read with Section 79 of the Customs Act, L962 and therefore, the

said adhesive tape used for concealment of the smuggled goods is liable for

confiscation under the provisions of Sections 118(a) & I 19 of the Customs Act

1962.
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29. Given my above findings, I pass the following Order.

ORDER

ll

111

I order absolute conhscation of Gold Buckles recovered from the

passenger of 24 kt of purity 999.0 totally weighing 322.340 Grams of 24

karat having purity 999.O and is valued at Rs. 12,73,275/- (Rs. TWelve

Lakhs Seventy Three Thousand TWo Hundred and Sevent5r Five

Only)(Tariff Value) [Rs. L4,68,2591- (Rupees Fourteen Lakhs Sixty Eight

Thousand T\vo Hundred and Fifty Nine Only) (Local Market Value) placed

under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 06.03.2020 and attempted to

be smuggled and recovered from the passenger, under the provisions of

Sections 111(d), 111(i),111 0),111 (m) of the Customs Act 1962;

I order absolute confiscation of the packing/ concealing material i. e.

sling bags used as to hide and conceal gold as buckles seized under

panchnama drawn on 06.03.2020, under Section 118(a) & 119 of the

Customs Act;

I impose a penalty of Rs. 1,00,000/- (Rupees One lakh

only ) on Mr. Suresh Chandra Kalal under the provisions of Sections

1 12(i) of the Customs Act 1962.
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